Pamela Alexandra (28 years)
Education

Highest Education Level: Fertige Ausbildung
Studies: Sprachwissenschaften

Languages

German - Business fluent (C1)
English - Fließend in Wort und Schrift (B1 / B2)
Spanish - Mother tongue

Height: 1.65 m
Clothing measurements
Clothing size: S
Experience
Several hostess jobs for the agency UCM (Tech-Data trade fair, at the checkroom,
accreditation, service of drinks and snacks, catering assistance, flushing at the
PINK concert, airport pickup, etc.). I worked for Edeka for a year and a half, so I
have first experiences in retail sale, I worked at the cash desk, in the warehouse, in
the office (safe), etc. I am also a certified translator for the Spanish language, I can
guarantee good language skills (Spanish, German and English). I'm doing now one
more year interpreting and to get my Bachelor's degree. I also have an education
as a multilingual assistant, I can therefore answer professional phone calls, do the
correspondence with clients and receive them in a friendly and professional way. Of
course, I can also present a valid, up-to-date health certificate to work in the
kitchen, handle food or work in the customer service.
Jobs & Reviews
Weihnachtsfeier Fraunhofer Institut für Angewandte Informationst...
(2 Days in Augsburg for Perfect Events Gastronomie & Catering ...)
Völser abend
(2 Days in Augsburg for Perfect Events Gastronomie & Catering ...)
Uni Garching
(1 day in Garching for Holger Moll Eventgroup GmbH)
2. Oktoberhälfte Frühstücksmitarbeiter West
(1 day in München for Taste Force GmbH)
Kassierer/in basic AG Augsburg-City
(2 Days in Augsburg for Basic AG)
2.Augusthälfte Servicekraft am Olympiapark Arthotel ANA
(1 day in München for Taste Force GmbH)
Ein/e Promoter/in für Wettspielanbieter gesucht
(2 Days in Augsburg for ZECCO Sportkommunikation GmbH)
Spülhilfe /Spülkraft
(3 Days in München for chicco di caffè Gesellschaft für Kaffee...)
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